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An ad-hoc group got together to discuss digital scholarship…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spring 2015Ad Hoc group led by Jackie BronickiMade recommendation to Dean for formal Task Force 



DEFINE what is meant by
DIGITAL SCHOLARSHIP

Conduct a NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

BENCHMARK with other
institutions

Conduct an
ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN
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Library administration formed Digital Scholarship Services GroupCharge Define what is meant by Digital Scholarship ServicesDevelop needs assessment to identify and prioritize needs related to digital scholarship servicesBenchmark with other institutions on their digital scholarship services and/or programsConduct an environmental scan to determine the extent of digital scholarship services currently being offered in the libraries and elsewhere at the University



Lee – Access Services

Miranda - Collections

Santi – Digital Repository

Josh – GIS/Data

Michelle – Health Sciences



Timeline

Group formed; 
identify stakeholders
and review survey data

Stakeholder
interviews,
benchmarking
and environmental
scan

Draft report;
solicit feedback

Final Report Due

October 2015 November January 2016 February

Review and 
analyze data

December



“Digital scholarship enhances the act of creating 
and sharing by using digital technology. It leverages 
digital technology and media to conduct research 
across disciplines and to disseminate, access and/or 
reuse it via primarily electronic methods.”
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Presentation Notes
The team developed the definition based on investigating how the term is used in other libraries and higher education institutions. The group regarded it as a “working” definition that could be adapted as needed if, for instance, it did not resonate with faculty or other stakeholders.



Internal Focus Groups
- Library-wide “World Café” sessions
- Liaison Services (subject librarians)
- Branch Libraries

External Focus Groups
- Faculty, Graduate and Undergrad
- Geospatial and Data Visualization  

Interest Group
- Associate Deans for Research
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Focus groups with stakeholdersQuestions focused on reflecting on activities performed under the umbrella of digital scholarship, where stakeholders are getting support in these areas, 



peer and aspirational institutions
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Paying particular attention to services, staffing and technology.



Our environmental scan identified five UH 
campus units providing related digital 
scholarship services:

Division of Research

College of Natural Science and Mathematics
- Information Technology
- Office of Research

Texas Institute for Measurement, Evaluation 
and Statistics (TIMES)

Allied Geophysical Labs
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Scan existing services currently offered in the libraries and on campusDSST identified five campus units providing related digital scholarship services: Division of ResearchCollege of Natural Science and Mathematics’ (NSM) Information Technology departmentNSM’s Office of ResearchTexas Institute for Measurement, Evaluation, and Statistics (TIMES)Allied Geophysical Labs
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13Data Analysis /
Visualization

Data Management
Support

Data Storage /
Repository

Collaborative
Space

Clearinghouse
for Information
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Data coding and visualizationData gathered from the aforementioned activities were coded into fifteen categories.Prioritizing Services, Staffing, Equipment, and SpacesUsing the preliminary results from coding and visualizing data, DSST devised an exercise which asked members of the ad hoc digital scholarship group and SPT to prioritize and sequence potential digital scholarship services, staffing, equipment, and spaces. DSST used results from this exercise to inform its recommended timeframe for implementing digital scholarship activities and spaces.



DATA MANAGEMENTDATA ANALYSIS/
VISUALIZATION

DATA STORAGE and
REPOSITORY
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Services around data visualization, digital humanities, and data repository services.Data analysis and visualizationResources and support for digital humanities, GIS, data visualizations, and qualitative data support.Data management supportSupport for acquiring, managing, describing, storing, and publishing data throughout the research lifecycle.Data storage and repository resourcesData repository enabling UH researchers to store, preserve, and publish their research data.



Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

The Task Force recommended a phased approach.

Create “umbrella”
brand for marketing 
and communication
plan. Formal DS unit;

hire Coordinator
and technical
specialist.

Physical DS space within
library; hire two additional
staff.

Advanced programming and
services; video, Open Access
and Scholarly Communication
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After analyzing these results, DSST developed the following set of recommendations as a “road map” for implementing digital scholarship services, and, ultimately for building a physical center to locate these services. The recommendations are divided into a series of phases, with a corresponding set of services, staffing, and spaces. Preliminary budget figures are also included for the first three phases. The phases are intended to be iterative and may overlap. This approach will allow UH Libraries to assess progress over time and make evidence-based decisions on future directions.
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Benefits of this process included Cross-departmental work that allowed various perspectives and needs to surface
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Presenter
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The timeline assigned to DSST was intended to enable the group to work closely with the Libraries’ Strategic Planning Team (SPT), and the chair of the DSST was invited to join the SPT.This arrangement encouraged close communication between the two groups and ensured that the recommendations of this report aligned closely with the strategic priorities that will guide the work of the Libraries for the next several years.Position UH Libraries as a Campus Leader in Research ProductivityInitiativesCreate a digital scholarship program that invests in resources, tools, space, and expertise to lead advances in digital humanities, GIS, data visualization, and qualitative data research activities.Provide leadership in data management services throughout the research life cycle in collaboration with university, regional, and national partners.Expand and promote repository services enabling researchers to acquire and use collections for research endeavors as well as to store, preserve, and publish research output.



?? ?? ?



THANK YOU!
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